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Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to
become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between.
Through the grand adventure, undertake
quests and fight monsters, and form parties
and guilds. If you want to have fun with your
friends, but also enjoy the competitive gaming
aspect of this game, Guild Wars 2 is the perfect
match for you! Join now and get ready for an
adventure! RATE AND COMMENT 1/5 This game
sucks. I can't understand what the hell is it and
how to play it. A lot of people are saying it is
like D3 or something, but I tried to play D3, but
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it is not like it at all. There is no tutorial at all
and games like D3 have one. So I really wonder
how some people rate this game if they haven't
even tried it. Seriously, What is this game?
-------------------------------------------------------------
Guild Wars 2 took its place as my 5th favorite
MMORPG of all time. The game is almost the
perfect mix of MMORPG and Action-RPG. The
Action-RPG part is exactly what the game has
so often imitated (still haven't played D3 at this
point), the MMORPG part is what you would
expect from the game, but you can also mix
them up. The game has a great world with wide
open plains, rolling mountains and a cool cast
of cool characters, all of which you can interact
with. There are tons of ways to customize your
character and a great battle system that both
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allows you to be quite a free player while
having a solid game where you need to choose
a class and play it to your max. Everything is
easy to learn and hard to master, so everybody
can pick up the game quickly. While this is true,
it is also true that this game is unbalanced.
Some classes are quite broken in most cases
and have no challenge. The game tries to
balance it out but it fails. I haven't played this
game for a while now but seeing some reviews
around on xbox 360 about this game, I decided
to try it on Steam because I thought it would be
a better experience. To my surprise, the game
is an unbalanced mess of a game. While I
would consider MMORPGs to be fairly easy, you
can only expect different levels of difficulty
when it comes to RPG titles. There is no way to
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avoid lags on the

Elden Ring Features Key:
Plethora of Classes and Available Skills ○ A wide variety of classes from Guardian to Archer and Rogue ○
Multiple classes can be combined to create your own playing style. ○ Each class has unique skills and
abilities. ○ Skills have multiple use and they can be mastered over time and increased upon. ○ Weapon
skills available for melee, ranged, and support classes. ○ Skill channeling can be used to increase your
damage. ○ Damage can be increased upon by increasing your critical damage. ○ Magic skills vary
according to class. ○ Magic channeling can be used to increase your battle power.
Rival Battles and Tournaments ○ Rival Battles can be tackled in your own story. ○ Each player’s rank will
change depending upon his/her performance and skill.
Major and Minor dungeons ○ Tournaments held by NPC guilds force you to access the overwhelming fear
of dungeons. ○ The more the dungeons you clear, the higher your reputation. ○ Increasing your combat
skill will reflect in the battles you undertake. ○ Each time you enter a dungeon, you will gain rewards for
participating in the tournament. ○ The number of items, buffs, EXP, and money you can obtain during the
dungeon will be different.
Decentralized PvP ○ Epic PvP Battles are being held in the PvP chat. ○ Battles based on your level against
other players within your guild. ○ PvP chat can be accessed using the chat group feature. ○ Players with a
higher PvP rank will have an advantage against others.
The Polymorph Device ○ You can use a kind of magical ring to transform into any monster that you’ve
defeated. ○ You can explore vast areas without fear of running into monsters. ○ Monsters that you’ve
defeated have special attributes. ○ The amount of experience points or items you can obtain from
monsters is increased depending on your level. ○ Monsters equipped with items can be used to obtain
better items. ○ You can wear the same monster outfit as another character.

Scroll over the game pages to see some of the screenshots.
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